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About This Game

Capsa combines exploration with a strong social component. It features a large, rich open-world that players can explore and
discover together with other players and friends.

Ever-expanding character customization offers you the freedom to create something unique, expressing your
personality and taste.

Expansive world provides the perfect landscape for hours of exploration. Capsa’s initial game world has been designed
to submerse players in an exotic, beautiful south Pacific archipelago.

Evolving and ever-growing selection of customizable vehicles allow players to explore Capsa’s many trails, caves, and
waterways.

Vibrant dance clubs provide the perfect venue for everyone to enjoy music while strutting their stuff on the dance-floor
or just hanging out together.

Personalized homes can be claimed and decorated using the variety of options available.

Friendly pets tag along on every adventure and can be tailored to appeal to players tastes.
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Title: Capsa
Genre: Casual, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
db.works, Vetron
Publisher:
Vetron
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual-Core 64-bit CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ RX 470

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Additional Notes: Onboard graphics chipsets and discrete GPU's not supported

English,German
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The concept of the game itself is great, but from the red thumbs down I'm sure you can tell that I didn't find the execution
satisfactory.

As a speed reader I've gotten through three of the four scenarios in my forty five minute play time, and thus I'm going to
imagine it would have taken me an hour to gotten through all of them. So it's President for a Day but only Gameplay for an
Hour. But it's a little more than $4 at the time of the sale, so I didn't expect there to be a lot of content itself.

That being said, time does have a large factor as to why I didn't enjoy myself. You see the game has a score system that ranks
how you did in the little more than a dozen turns you're given, and I felt it actually hurt the game more than it helped it. Why?
Because at the start you choose which leader you play as, with some buff attributed to them as well as a goal which gives 250
points should you complete it. To give a comparison, score from other sources (as far as I'm aware from my three scenarios)
more often than not amounts to less than a hundred, and I'd guess that's if you do really well in other categories. With that I feel
as though I'm playing Quidditch. Sure, I -could- do other things to help raise the score up, but ultimately it comes down to that
goal.

A lot of people will probably think that it doesn't have any influence on the game itself so I shouldn't complain, and I can't fault
them. That being said there were other problems I had. If I pandered to a group as hard as possible, if I agreed with everything
the rich and the military say, I obtained support in the 60s region, which only provides the first buff, though that is still useful. I
don't even know if there's any buff from raising it higher than that because again, the game length is fairly low.

And that's what it comes down to. This isn't a bad game, it's just a short game that leaves me feeling unsatisfied. I didn't feel a
lot of weight to my actions, but maybe that's the point, life is hard in Africa and there's only so much one man can do to change
things up. Anyway, it's $5 when the sale ends, you might find more enjoyment than I did, and feel it was a worthwhile
experience. But I'd first reccomend getting an emulator to play Hidden Agenda on.

(I encourage people to add comments, either in favor or even if you disagree with me, and if I have any extra tidbits to say about
the game I'll probably add it to the comment section so that the review itself isn't a huge wall of text on what I would or would
not add to the game). Honestly the most frustrating thing is that you spend the time setting up your units, planning, building up
resources and so on.
Yet, as soon as you come face to face with your opponent.. the game freezes?! No idea why. Maybe the game is incapable of
supporting the insane amounts of sprites on screen with the bigger squads, but the game is not playable! Constant battle to even
load the game and crashes non-stop during play.

WILL SAY THOUGH, INSANE AMOUNT HISTORICAL OF RESEARCH AND DETAIL HAS GONE INTO THIS.
AMAZING FOR HISTORY NUTS!!!. This made me think a lot about my childhood when I play PS1 game.
I love this graphic style and music.. This really looks like Turkish propaganda and the graphics are worse then a game out of
2005.

Never wrote a review but this is definitely THE WORST GAME I'VE EVER PLAYED. It's very minimal and very short but I
thought it was quite sweet. More of one of those arty projects than a game, but i'm all for that kind of thing. There is no real
challenge here, or great mastermind story. Just someone expressing themselves the way they thought fitting.

I like it.. Game rating

Innovation: Extremely poor

Indulgement qualities: Above average

Illustration: Below average

Creativity and writing qualities: Above average

Overall size: Medium. I just finished the game and did not have much to do with flying dutchman and some objects can be hard
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to find, the game needs to be changed so it is about the flying dutchman and more enjoyable to play. I got this on special so
would only play it to pass the time.. I was actually quite disappointed when I "played" this, because i expected a game.

What it actually is, is a short re-narrated and modernised version of the original The Whisperer in Darkness fron H. P.
Lovecraft.
The only thing you're doing in this so called "game" is click to read further and walk as a 3pixel-person (more like totem) a few
steps until the story continues,+

Don't get me wrong, I love text based adventures - but here you get text without adventure.. decent Star Fox style game thats
more about being a bullet hell than dodging environmental hazards. levels often times feel like little more than pallet swaps the
actual enemies and layouts are resonably diverse. Multiple paths ad a bit of replay value.

Wish there were levels that took place in locations other than just space. Show me a planet!

That being said its fun. It plays well. Get it on sale but definitley get it.. I suck at rhythm games but man, I'm enjoying this
game!
If you are like me, afraid of games like DDR but still enjoy the feeling of keeping up with the beat, this game is for you.
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HUH! HUH! HUH! HUH!. Flashlight is useless, it gives a spot of light that fades after more or less 10 seconds. The darkness
consumes almost everything so you can't even see what you're looking at or opening.
As for progression, I got to the point in the game where I had one key the flashlight went out and no hope of finding more
batteries or another key, The key I had opened nothing so it was a pointless pick up,

The game also lacks a menu, this is vital for exitting the game and just options such as brightness which is probably the main
problem I had.

The game either needs a better torch which actually works, and the game needs some sort of narrative or subtle clue so you
know what it is you're doing.

Watch my playthrough:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=sXb9tSccvT4&. It's a very nice game, I played it like for 1 hour, i thinks its a little bit
confused on the beginning and it would be good if you include a map to avoid cross again and again on the same place. But i
really recomend it because it's a new way on the puzzle games for the future, very nice game!. They need to change the way you
move and turn. PC:O is a simple VR wave shooter, which looks good and worked really well so far for me (I use the HTC Vive).
Unfortunately there are only 2 levels available at the moment and there are only a hand full of species included, which you
might know from PC\/PC:E.

That being said, it's not really worth the 30 bucks (when it's not on sale anymore) in it's current state. Even 20 are kinda a lot for
what it is right now.
So I would recommend waiting until it has more content.

I still give it a thumbs up, since there are only a few VR games I enjoyed so far and PC:O is one of them even though it doesn't
have much to offer atm. It has potential and I am looking forward to more content.. Its hella lit.

Just scan for it in the music settings for it to be put in your music library if you didnt know that featured existed like me
aaaaaaah.
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